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ABSTRACT

Actually, the error from the �xed-point implementation
is not taken in account in the high level synthesis tools.
The processing signal algorithms are implemented with-
out quality evaluation. This paper presents a �xed-
point implementation methodology applied to the Dis-
crete Wavelet Transform.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, signal processing applications implementa-
tion can be done using oating-point or �xed-point data
format. The �rst choice leads to better numerical re-
sults than the second one because of the big dynamic
range. This di�erence is also due to the overow prob-
lem in �xed-point format. However the �xed-point data
format is cheaper (area cost) than oating-point data
format.
In this paper, we present a methodology to control over-
ow problems and truncation error in �nite-precision
implementation [8]. Firstly, we show a way to avoid
overow problems. Secondly, we present a method to
evaluate computation noise power. Finally, we deter-
mine the data bit number to respect some quality crite-
ria constraint. This methodology is integrated in High
Level Synthesis Tool GAUT [7]. A Discrete Wavelet
Transform example illustrates this methodology [4]. We
consider that the image compression is done in a embed-
ded system, then the data format used is the �xed-point
one because of the area and comsumption low cost. For
the best reception, we consider the reconstruction on
ground, is done using oating-point format.

2 IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY

The main steps of the methodology are detailed above.

2.1 Dynamic And Shifting

We propose two methods to avoid overow. The �rst
method, called external shifting, consists in a shifting of
the input algorithm data.
Therefore, we evaluate the biggest computated values in
the algorithm process. For such a purpose, we calculate
the algorithm output value only considering the unity

as input and modulus of intermediate results. Then we
determine the smallest power of two (EchL) which is im-
mediately greater than the biggest computation value.
We divide all the input datas by EchL which a shifting
(linear shift register). The second method, called inter-
nal shifting, consists in executing a shifting as soon as
overow occurs.
From this, a new algorithm structure appears and must
be analysed in terms of computation noise.

2.2 SNR Operation Modelisation

When one the shifting methods is executed, we must
evaluate computation-noise power of the algorithm. The
goal of this method is to establish an analytic formula-
tion, function of the data bits number. For that, we
must modelise operation. In operation output, we con-
sider two noise origins:

� Local Error: From the �xed-point data trunca-
tion. As we use left-positioned �xed point arith-
metic, this error only occures for multiplication and
shifting.

� Propagated Error: from the accumulation of lo-
cal error during the algorithm.

The choosen models are given above [2].
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The local error and the propagated error are given by
the following equations:
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� Bx and By are the noise power of x and y.

� E[x] is the expectation of x.



� b is the data format.

� q is the quantum (= 2�b).

� A is a constant.

The choosen model of the computation noise from a
shifting is given by:

b
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q2
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Where d is the number of shift made on the data and q

is the quantum.
The ow graph provides the operation on the processing
data. With this ow graph and the operations models
choosen, we can establish analytic formulation of com-
putation noise power. Then noise power is given by:

B = Const �
q2
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Where Const is a constant value, q is the quantum
(q = 2�b) and b the number of bits used to data for-
mat codage.

2.3 Application SNR ConstraintAnd Data For-

mat

At �rst, signal processing algorithm can speci�ed by its
quality criteria. Secondly, the analytic formulation of
the algorithm noise power provides the computation-
noise power as a function of the bits number. From
this we can obtain the number of bit needed for good
implementation. The High Level Synthesis Tool user
have to choose some criteria matched to the kind of
signal processing.

2.4 Integration in GAUT

This methodology aims to help for circuit designer. Its
integration in GAUT tool [7] is done from data ow
graph. It is detailed above.
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A recursive computation method allows us to obtain
the EchL factor and to establish a new algorithm data
ow graph. This new data ow graph is transformed
in noise ow graph and gives us the noise power. The
GAUT tool user gives a constraint and the number of
bits needed is obtained. So the synthesis is done using
appropriated operators librairy.

3 AN APPLICATION : THE DISCRETE

WAVELET TRANSFORM 2-D, 3 STAGES

In this section we apply the method to a Discrete
Wavelet Transform algorithm. The algorithm choosen
is the DWT 2�D on three stages. The used format is
the left-positioned �xed-point format. First, we detail
the main characteristics of the DWT algorithm.

3.1 DWT Implemetation Methodology

The characteristics of the DWT studied are given in
[1], [3], [6]. The multiresolution analysis step is decom-
posed in three stages. The lth DWT stage gives us ,
D�lh, D�lv , D�ld coe�cients and low resolution image
C�l. For the analysis step, we consider both propagated
and local error, but only propagated errors occure dur-
ing the reconstruction step because of the oating-point
computation format.
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The choosen �lters are given in the following table [1]:

�lter coe�cients
h(0) h(�1) h(�2) h(�3) h(�4)

H 0,602949 0,266864 -0.078223 -0.016864 0.026749

G 0,557543 -0,295636 -0,028772 0,045636

~H/2 0,557543 -0,295636 -0,028772 0,045636
~G/2 0,602949 0,266864 -0.078223 -0.016864 0.026749

The �lters used to compute the wavelet coe�cients are
given in the following table:

DWT coef D
�1h D

�1v D
�1d � � � D

�3h D
�3v D

�3d

�lters H,G G,H G2 � � � H4,G H4,G,H H4,G2

The �lters used to obtain the low resolution image are
the H �lters (six times used).



3.1.1 Overow

Two methods are proposed to avoid overow.

External Shifting: The DWT basic structure is the
FIR. Treated datas are computed by six FIR during
the analysis step and by six other FIR during the recon-
struction step. The maximum of dynamic is the output
data of the third step analysis and is given by:

max(yn) =

"
8X
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= 6;917249327< 23 (5)

Then we can divide the compression input datas by 8
(i.e. three shiftings). To get the output original pixels
value we have to mutiply the reconstruction output data
by 8.

Internal Shifting: In this case, we have to �nd where
overow occurs. Knowing that the output �lter are
bounded by the following expressions,

max
�
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�
=
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max(yn;g) =
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j=0
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where yn;h, yn;g are respectivelly the output of H and
G, we can divide the input of each H, G �lter by 2
(one shifting). Then we have to multiply by 4 the data
output of each reconstruction step.

3.1.2 Evaluation of the Noise Power

External Shifting: If Pi is from the propagated error
and Li from the generated error (local error), the output
noise power for the ith FIR of analysis is given by:

Boutput;i = Binput;i � Pi + Li

Binput;i+1 = Boutput;i (8)

Where Binput;i is the input data noise power for the
i
th
FIR of the process. The low resolution image and

DWT -coe�cients noise power of the lth step analysis is
given by:
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Where B0 is given by:
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During the reconstruction, only propagated error oc-
curs. If ~Pi is is from the propagated error for ~h and
~g �lters, then:

Boutput;i = Binput;i �
~Pi (11)

The three steps give us:
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The numerical application gives us:

BR = 1392
q2
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Internal Shifting: In this case, the ouput noise of a
�lter with a unity shifting on input is given by :

Binput;i+1 =
Boutput;i

4
+Bd (14)

The numerical application gives us:

BR = 32709
q2
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(15)

3.1.3 DWT Noise Criteria

To deduce the number of bits from the noise power for-
mulation, we have to de�ne some DWT quality criteria
[5]. We will consider three criteria.

� Maximal Error:

emax = max

�
I0(l; c)� I0(l; c)

�2
LC
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� Mean Squared Error:

MSE =
X
l;c

�
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�2
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� Peak Signal To Noise Ratio:

PSNRdB = 10 log10
1P

l;c

�
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�2
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The criterion emax gives us a error peak that it isn't
matched to ours statistical operation models. The cri-
teria MSE and PNSRdB seem to be well-matched to
our study. When DWT is implemented, the �xed-
point noise has to be insigni�cant compared with the
PNSRdB. First we can de�ne the PSNRcomputation:

PSNRcomputation = 10 log10
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A typical value of a PSNRdB is 30 dB, then considering
the previous assumption, we can obtain the following
inequality:
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The two shifting methods results give us 12 and 15 bits
for respectivelly external and internal shifting.

3.2 Results

The DWT is synthesises by a high level synthesis
tool GAUT . The implemented image processing is a
512 � 512 � image DWT . The tool gives a structural
description and an area evaluation of the ASIC archi-
tecture processing unit (UT ). The synthesis is done
under a 40 ms time constraint (25 images per second).
The results are summarised in the following table.

external shifting internal shifting

number of bits 12 15

CPU area mm=10�3 14586 20736

The high level synthesis gives us di�erent architectures
for the two methods. Then the area cost is di�erent
between internal-shifting ASIC and external-shifting
ASIC.

4 CONCLUSION

This presented methodology allows us to implement sig-
nal and image processing in �nite precision format under
signal to noise ratio. This methodology is implemented
in an high level synthesis tool. Overfows problems are
treated before the evaluation of the computational noise
power. From a user constraint, a data format is given
and is taken into account during the synthesis. The in-
terest of this methodology is to consider the parameter
"computational noise" as a quality criterion. This leads
to an optimization of the target architecture (ASIC)
area, and allows us to decrease the consumption of the
circuit (relative to oating point format).
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